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What's the Problem? A Story Teaching Problem Solving
As readers navigate the roads of Social City, they learn to determine whether a
problem is a bump (little problem), a hill (medium problem) or a mountain (big
problem). This delightfully illustrated book makes abstract social-emotional
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concepts concrete and outlines clear criteria for identifying the size of a problem.
Visuals and lessons are included to help kids further understand these criteria and
apply them to real-life situations. This first book of the Social City series is a fun
and effective resource for teachers, speech language pathologists, counselors and
parents to use with preschool and elementary-aged children. To continue the
adventure in Social City, check out Book 2 - The Problem/Reaction Meter: Choosing
the Size of Your Reactions, available on Amazon. For further learning and fun,
check out the Social City strategy board game at Print and Play Games:
https://www.printplaygames.com/product/social-city

Grade 1 Word Problems
Wes Teague came to the Wyoming Territory and became a part of the leadership in
the growing town of Cheyenne. When a band of men came upon his ranch and
robbed him of all that he valued in life, the marauders came to learn why, in his
early days in Texas, he'd been known as Bloody Wes Teague.

Ephaidria
Solving complex problems and selling their solutions is critical for personal and
organizational success. For most of us, however, it doesn’t come naturally and we
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haven’t been taught how to do it well. Research shows a host of pitfalls trips us up
when we try: We’re quick to believe we understand a situation and jump to a
flawed solution. We seek to confirm our hypotheses and ignore conflicting
evidence. We view challenges incompletely through the frameworks we know
instead of with a fresh pair of eyes. And when we communicate our
recommendations, we forget our reasoning isn’t obvious to our audience. How can
we do it better? In Cracked It!, seasoned strategy professors and consultants
Bernard Garrette, Corey Phelps and Olivier Sibony present a rigorous and practical
four-step approach to overcome these pitfalls. Building on tried-and-tested (but
rarely revealed) methods of top strategy consultants, research in cognitive
psychology, and the latest advances in design thinking, they provide a step-bystep process and toolkit that will help readers tackle any challenging business
problem. Using compelling stories and detailed case examples, the authors guide
readers through each step in the process: from how to state, structure and then
solve problems to how to sell the solutions. Written in an engaging style by a trio of
experts with decades of experience researching, teaching and consulting on
complex business problems, this book will be an indispensable manual for anyone
interested in creating value by helping their organizations crack the problems that
matter most.

Infinite Science Fiction One
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A glorious board book edition of the award-winning The Koala Who Could. A feelgood rhyming story with a positive message about overcoming worries, and
dealing with change. Meet Kevin, a koala who likes to keep things the same.
Exactly the same. But sometimes change comes along whether we like it or not . . .
and if you let it, change can be the making of you. Kevin the Koala discovers this
and more in this delightful picture book from the bestselling creators of The Lion
Inside. WINNER of the Evening Standard Oscar's Book Prize 2017 and the
Sainsbury's Book Award 2017! 'Fabulous rhymes, I'm in love with Kevin and would
like to buy this for all my friends' children.' Claudia Winkleman 'A feel-good
rhyming tale . . . Field's Australian animals are a treat' - Bookseller

Canoemates
The kids in Room 207 take advantage of their teacher's good nature until she
disappears and they are faced with a vile substitute.

Knuffle Bunny Too
The Christmas Books of Mr. M. A. Titmarsh
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From a sentient space ship lost in deep space to a man whose hatred of robots
risks tearing his family apart, the characters in this collection of short stories will
stay with you long after you've turned the last page. Discover the future face of
human trafficking through the eyes of a little girl, follow an ancient tribe's shaman
as he embarks on a journey to save his people, or share in an astronaut's final
moments as an alien growth takes over his body; these are just some of the
thrilling adventures packed into Infinite Science Fiction One. Infinite Science Fiction
is intended to be a long-running series of anthologies. We aim to collect some of
the best science fiction stories from all over the world. We will be back. # TABLE
OF CONTENTS: Introduction by Dany G. Zuwen - "REAL" by Janka Hobbs - "BY THE
NUMBERS" by Tim Major - "TIN SOUL" by Elizabeth Bannon - "SIX MINUTES" by P.
Anthony Ramanauskas - "MATCHMAKER" by John Walters - "THE WEDDING" by Nick
Hilbourn - "SLOW" by Jay Wilburn "GOSPEL OF" by Rebecca Ann Jordan - "THE
SILENT DEAD" by Dan Devine - "NOTHING BESIDE REMAINS" by Matthew S. Dent "THE NIGHT WITH STARS" by William Ledbetter - "BUTTERFLIES" by Doug Tidwell "MESSAGE OF WAR" by Michaele Jordan - "ROLLING BY IN THE MOONLIGHT" by
Liam Nicholas Pezzano - "INFINITY" by J.B. Rockwell

Teaching Problem Solving Through Children's Literature
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Bloody Wes Teague
Contains 40 ready-to-use plans promote cooperation and shared problem-solving.
Each lesson focuses on a children's literature character that is faced with a
problem-solving situation. Through discussion questions and other activities,
students will learn problem-solving strategies that can be applied to any situation.

Erin's Daughters
Four clairvoyant Earthlings are summoned to a distant galaxy, to assist an
abducted race of humans; struggling to defeat an invasion of astral entities. This
epic sci-fi/fantasy draws us out of ordinary reality and into multiple worlds of
extraterrestrial beauty, fabled history, and life-and-death stakes. Read and be
transported.

Bumps, Hills and Mountains
Sometimes heroes fall and take their loved ones down with them. Colonel Michael
Cedars and reporter Hope Shane fell in love in a war zone, but then the world blew
up and splintered their lives in two. Coming home again isn't always easy. A Marine
accustomed to giving orders, Michael struggles to find his role in civilian life.
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Wounded, he faces new battles as he learns to walk again, struggles with wartime
ghosts, and questions his abilities as a husband. Hope doesn't give up-not on the
man she loves and not on her pursuit of justice. An investigative reporter, she's hot
on the trail of a human trafficking ring. Danger intensifies as she gets closer to the
truth, but the human traffickers know her weakness. Will Michael become her
Achilles Heel? Is he still the hero she married or has he become a liability that
could get them both killed?

Solving Tough Problems
The Tyler family had the perfect life - until sixteen-year-old Leah decided she didn't
want to be perfect anymore.While Leah's parents fight to save their daughter from
destroying her brilliant future, Leah's younger sister, Justine, must cope with the
damage her out-of-control sibling leaves in her wake. Will this family survive? What
happens when love just isn't enough?Jodi Picoult fans will love In Leah's Wake - a
heartbreaking, ultimately redemptive story about family, connection and our
responsibility to those we love.

Punished!
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a unique five-day process--called
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the sprint--for solving tough problems using design, prototyping, and testing ideas
with customers.

Ultimate Betrayal
From Ashima Shiraishi, one of the world's youngest and most skilled climbers,
comes a true story of strength and perseverance--in rock climbing and in life. To a
rock climber, a boulder is called a "problem," and you solve it by climbing to the
top. There are twists and turns, falls and scrapes, and obstacles that seem
insurmountable until you learn to see the possibilities within them. And then there
is the moment of triumph, when there's nothing above you but sky and nothing
below but a goal achieved. Ashima Shiraishi draws on her experience as a worldclass climber in this story that challenges readers to tackle the problems in their
own lives and rise to greater heights than they would have ever thought possible.

Sprint
From Dav Pilkey, creator of the New York Times bestselling Dog Man and Captain
Underpants series, comes Hally Tosis, the adorable dog that will take your breath
away!
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Dog Breath
Logan and his friend Benedict run into the wrong guy at the library'literally. When
Logan slams into the reference guy in the basement and gives him a little lip,
Logan gets punished, really and truly punished. He has three days to complete
three tasks before Professor Wordsworth will lift the magical punishment that
keeps getting Logan in even more trouble.

Cracked it!
Two identical toys become mixed-up when taken to school.

Miss Nelson is Missing!
A gateway to another world. A lucky contest winner. An adventure across the
cosmos! Dwayne "Glitch" Mitchell has always been obsessed with space. When he
learns that NASA has discovered an alien gateway, he's the first to enter a contest
to see the incredible phenomenon. Glitch wins and he travels deep within the
Colorado Rockies to get a peek. He's in awe, but he's also in danger. As project
head Dr. Zheng discusses the gateway, an armed man calling himself John Smith
takes Zheng hostage and causes an explosion. When the rubble clears, Glitch is
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alive but trapped with Air Force Captain Scarlett Anderson on the other side of the
gateway! Far from home on an alien world, Glitch and Anderson must find Zheng
before the planet's inhabitants can eat, crush, drown, or execute them. Even if
they can escape in one piece, will they still have a home to come back to? Glitch
Mitchell and the Unseen Planet is a sci-fi adventure that features exotic alien
worlds and fast-paced suspense. If you liked the wild adventures of Flash Gordon,
you'll love this thrill-ride throughout the universe! Buy Glitch Mitchell to follow a
new hero's adventures through space today!

In Leah's Wake
Jerry D Young was born at home, in Senath, Missouri July 3, 1953. At age 5 the
family rented a small farm house on an active farm 40 miles southwest of St. Louis.
While the family weren't farmers, they lived something of a homestead type life,
raising a milk cow, sometimes two, and calves, a pig or two, chickens, and the
occasional goat. Along with the stock, a large garden helped to feed Jerry's three
brothers and two sisters for several years. Fishing and hunting contributed to the
pantry, as did foraging the wild edibles on the property. At the age of 14, the
family, minus a brother and two sisters that were now adults and on their own,
moved back to Senath. Having been encouraged from an early age to read, Jerry
was a regular patron of the Senath Branch Library. A love of a good story was born
within him, and shortly before graduating high school, for a lack of stories that he
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liked at the library, he began to write short vignettes, and started taking notes for
stories that he wanted to tell. Well, a full life interceded, and the writing didn't
resume for several years. But while working a job with a much free time, and the
then newfangled home computer, Jerry began to write in earnest. With the
occasional gap in the process, Jerry continued to research and write, never
believing he could ever be published. But when he turned 50, he wanted a change
in his life, left the job he was doing and began focusing on his writing. When he
became ill, the writing stopped, but not the inspiration. When he started writing
again, in 2004, after getting the medical problems under control, he began to read
some on-line stories dealing with emergency preparedness, one of his other loves.
The die was cast. Now with over a hundred of the vignettes and short stories about
how to survive disasters written, along with his other novels, Jerry decided to go for
broke, adding one of his previous works every few days to his list of stories now
available, Jerry continues to write, both the Prep/PAW stories, as well as action
adventure with a little romance type stories that first got him started.

Reckless Endangerment
This story introduces and encourages readers to use SODAS (Situation, Options,
Disadvantages, Advantages, and Solution) as a way to logically and thoughtfully
figure out how to solve any problem, from the silly to the serious. What’s the
Problem? adds to the wildly popular Executive FUNction book series.
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Lamikorda
In the salad of Michael Collins' otherwise perfect life there lurked one undoubted
caterpillar, an immature determination to win a county junior hurling title with his
beloved De Wets. Collins' playing history and his personal life contain much to vex
the ordinary fan and strain his credulity, which is as it must be. And, like all the
great matches "The Drinker with the Hurling Problem" is full of excitement, black
humour and gritty reality. Collins' story will move the compassionate to tears, the
just to indignation and the cruel to laughter. This book tells the story of what it
takes to make an Irish male vow to change his life, to say nothing of his
underpants.Every novelist writes one book too many and maybe that's what Paddy
Coyne has just written; another variation on the Icarus theme: about wax melting,
unscheduled descents and, of course, the inclination of God to look the other way
when people are suffering most acutely.

What Do You Do with a Problem?
The bombshell is dropped, the news incredible. It could mean so much for so
many. People think their prayers have been answered. Scientists promise this
advancement will only be used for good. Can they really guarantee that? The time
period is what is referred to as 'end times' when fearful news is the rule of the day.
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Good news is scarce and so people hold onto this promise of 'help' like a life
preserver since that may be what it will be to them. Meanwhile a certain element
of criminals is exploding and no one knows what to do with them. Every day the
newspaper reveals new horrors. Victims rise along with the perpetrators. It is
obvious the battle between good and evil is heating up. It is no longer popular to
believe, to have faith or profess your Christianity. It is a time when all that matters
to most is what they want for themselves. Selfishness is running rampant and cold
hearts and lack of love and conscience are evident. One solution found is going to
pull most down to the level of those doing this evil. As has been said is all evil
needs to succeed is for good men to do nothing.

Enemy Pie
Have you ever felt stuck? We all know life is full of problems. Whether it's
depression, stress, financial burdens, illness, or relationship struggles - problems
take many forms. What we often forget is that solutions can be right under our
nosesor in the case of Ms. Fox, right over her head. The Problem Story is a blend of
Aesop's fables meets self-help. In it, readers will find an allegory of life's challenges
characterized by three animals - Ms. Opossum, Mr. Badger, and Ms. Fox - and how
each attempts to find the ultimate solution to one enormous problem. The Problem
Story features: - History and evidence for Problem-Solving Therapy - An illustrated
allegory for problem-solving skills - Story discussion guide and analysis - 3-step
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solution guide for readers to try themselves

Turtle Island
Meet Zegin. He is a Shooter. As the best starship diagnostic troubleshooter in
Cydonia, he has contained and averted countless catastrophes. Not all jobs go as
planned, however, and even the best shooter can't foresee the future. Follow Zegin
as he battles against time, defeating rogue computer viruses, seeking solutions to
tricky, puzzling problems, averting war, disaster, and avoiding almost certain
death! Look inside for Zegin's first two action packed adventures: Zegin's Infection,
and Zegin's Abduction, and the added bonus of Jezi's Dilemma. A story about Jezi,
who finds herself misrouted, and exceedingly late, after waking from stasis. Also
inside, a special sneak peek at Timothy's next work in progress, and a Zegin's
Adventures Glossary. Crack the book and take a look! Adventure awaits you in
Epsilon!

Leonardo the terrible monster
Prudy collects so many things that everyone says she has a problem, but when a
crisis convinces her that they are right, she comes up with the perfect solution.
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How to Solve a Problem
After falling off the wall, Humpty Dumpty is very afraid of climbing up again, but is
determined not to let fear stop him from being close to the birds.

Solutions and Other Problems
This second edition of the popular math teaching resource book Math Stories for
Problem Solving Success offers updated true-to-life situations designed to motivate
teenagers to use math skills for solving everyday problems. The book features
intriguing short stories followed by sets of problems related to the stories that are
correlated to the standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Each of the easy-to-read stories is followed by three increasingly difficult groups of
problem sets. This makes it simple for teachers to select the appropriate problem
set for students of different abilities and at different grade levels. To further
enhance student involvement, the stories feature recurring characters and can be
used either sequentially or out of order. The problems in the book cover many
basic math topics, including decimals, fractions, and percents; measurement;
geometry; data, statistics, and probability; algebra; and problem solving. In
addition to having all the answers, an Answer Key at the end of the book offers
explanations and background information about the problems that can be helpful
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to both teachers and students. Math Stories for Problem Solving Success will help
you show students that math is something they are already using every day.

Haroldsville
Hoping that the enemy pie which his father makes will help him get rid of his
enemy Jeremy Ross, a little boy finds that instead it helps make a new friend. By
the illustrator of Odd Velvet. Jr Lib Guild.

Zegin's Adventures in Epsilon
Brian has always felt invisible at school, but when a new student, Justin, arrives,
everything changes.

The Koala Who Could
The Alplai have lived in peace and prosperity for centuries, spreading beyond their
homeworld's single continent into floating cities on its vast oceans, and colonizing
the planets and moons of their solar system. Now, a massive alien vessel has
come, carrying over a million colonists in cryogenic stasis from a devastated
world.Ganak, the recently appointed Commissioner for Space Exploration,
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advocates that the Terai be allowed to settle in the newly prepared Eastern Sector
of the planet Totrana. The proposal is approved, and the avian-descended Alplai
work with this strange mammalian species to help them build a new home.But not
all the Alplai welcome these creatures. Many are concerned about their warlike
past, and when a new disease erupts on Totrana, the aliens are quickly blamed.
Despite their contributions, the Terai face discrimination and harassment. How far
can Ganak use his influence to help, and what leaders will emerge amongst them
as they strive to build a new life?

Glitch Mitchell and the Unseen Planet
"What do you do with a problem? Especially one that follows you around and
doesn't seem to be going away? Do you worry about it? Ignore it? Do you run and
hide from it? This is the story of a persistent problem and the child who isn't so
sure what to make of it. The longer the problem is avoided, the bigger it seems to
get. But when the child finally musters up the courage to face it, the problem turns
out to be something quite different than it appeared. This is a story for anyone, at
any age, who has ever had a problem that they wished would go away. It's a story
to inspire you to look closely at that problem and to find out why it's here. Because
you might discover something amazing about your problem and yourself. What are
problems for? They challenge us, shape us, push us, and help us to discover just
how strong and brave and capable we really are. Even though we don't always
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want them, problems have a way of bringing unexpected gifts. So, what will you do
with your problem?"--Provided by publisher.

The Invisible Boy
Can you solve all the word puzzles in this book? With plenty of practice and
constant word exposure, you could! Inside this fun activity book is treasure trove of
word secrets. You will be presented of bold pictures and scrambled letters. All you
need to do is to identify the picture by unscrambling letters. Pretty easy huh? Not if
you're in the first grade!

The Problem Story
The award-winning, evidence-based violence prevention and intervention program
for children. I Can Problem Solve (ICPS) is a universal school-based program
designed to enhance the interpersonal cognitive processes and problem-solving
skills of children in preschool through grade 6. Developed by Myrna B. Shure for
three age groups and supported by 25 years of meticulous research, ICPS is proven
to prevent and reduce early high-risk behaviors such as impulsivity and social
withdrawal and to promote prosocial behaviors such as concern for others and
positive peer relationships. ICPS for Intermediate Elementary Grades Structured
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Lessons: A total of 77 lessons, each with an easy-to-follow teacher script, guide
children's learning of essential ICPS vocabulary and concepts and problem-solving
skills (alternative solutions, consequences, solution-consequence pairs, means-end
thinking). Interaction in the Classroom: Teachers and students learn a whole new
way to communicate, using ICPS dialoging, a special technique of problem-solving
talk. The result is an improved classroom climate with less conflict and more
cooperation. Integration into the Curriculum: Children practice ICPS problemsolving concepts as they work on math, reading, science, social studies, and other
academic subjects. Lessons speak to children on their own level, using games,
stories, puppets, illustrations, and role-plays. A key program principle is that the
child, not the teacher, must solve the problem at hand. In other words, ICPS
teaches children how to think, not what to think.

Prudy's Problem and How She Solved it
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER For the first time in seven years, Allie
Brosh—beloved author and artist of the extraordinary #1 New York Times
bestseller Hyperbole and a Half—returns with a new collection of comedic,
autobiographical, and illustrated essays. Solutions and Other Problems includes
humorous stories from Allie Brosh’s childhood; the adventures of her very bad
animals; merciless dissection of her own character flaws; incisive essays on grief,
loneliness, and powerlessness; as well as reflections on the absurdity of modern
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life. This full-color, beautifully illustrated edition features all-new material with
more than 1,600 pieces of art. Solutions and Other Problems marks the return of a
beloved American humorist who has “the observational skills of a scientist, the
creativity of an artist, and the wit of a comedian” (Bill Gates). Praise for Allie
Brosh’s Hyperbole and a Half: “Imagine if David Sedaris could draw….Enchanting.”
—People “One of the best things I’ve ever read in my life.” —Marc Maron “Will
make you laugh until you sob, even when Brosh describes her struggle with
depression.” —Entertainment Weekly “I would gladly pay to sit in a room full of
people reading this book, merely to share the laughter.” —The Philadelphia
Inquirer “In a culture that encourages people to carry mental illness as a secret
burden….Brosh’s bracing honesty is a gift.” —Chicago Tribune

Emancipating Elias
Three women from different generations struggle to understand the nature of love
and family and the complexities of life's choices Dani (Present day) The clues to
understanding her future lie hidden in the past. Solving a 130-year old mystery
may be the only way to understand her life and save her crumbling marriage.
Maggie (Present day) Maggie wants to complete the historical account of her Irish
ancestor's arrival in North Idaho. But there's a piece of family drama missing that
she can't figure out on her own. A tragedy she can't explain. Mariah (1884) Her
head filled with gold dust dreams, Mariah heads west in search of her fortune in
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North Idaho's gold rush. Entangled in the lives of two men, neither exactly whom
they appear to be, she makes a choice that will echo through to the present.

I Can Problem Solve: Preschool
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully prepared for another
horrible summer vacation. While they always hoped to go somewhere fun like
Disney World or Universal Studios, they usually went somewhere weird and cheap
that their father, former boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop
coupon magazine. But this year was different. Where they went couldn't be found
on any map or in any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a
place called Turtle Island, an alternate version of America that diverged from our
history before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was there where they met
world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You
Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film, Chuck Butcher:
Sword Wielding Jackal, as well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and
the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would be their guide in this
strange new world. Jordie, they later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle
Island for a very specific reason. Because they look just like the ruthless first family
of Turtle Island, the Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the dictator. But
things don't go as planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle
Island's national pastime/system of justice where criminals competitors, or
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crimpetitors, compete for their freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very
simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must suffer the consequences.

The Drinker with the Hurling Problem
The award-winning, evidence-based violence prevention and intervention program
for children. I Can Problem Solve (ICPS) is a universal school-based program
designed to enhance the interpersonal cognitive processes and problem-solving
skills of children in preschool through grade 6. Developed by Myrna B. Shure for
three age groups and supported by 25 years of meticulous research, ICPS is proven
to prevent and reduce early high-risk behaviors such as impulsivity and social
withdrawal and to promote prosocial behaviors such as concern for others and
positive peer relationships. ICPS for Preschool: Structured Lessons: A total of 59
lessons, each with an easy-to-follow teacher script, guide children's learning of
essential ICPS vocabulary and concepts and problem-solving skills (alternative
solutions, consequences, solution-consequence pairs). Interaction in the
Classroom: Teachers and students learn a whole new way to communicate, using
ICPS dialoging, a special technique of problem-solving talk. The result is an
improved classroom climate with less conflict and more cooperation. Integration
into the Curriculum: Children practice ICPS problem-solving concepts as they work
on math, reading, science, social studies, and other academic subjects. Parent
Pages: Parents learn to use ICPS skills to improve family interaction and generalize
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children's learning. Lessons speak to children on their own level, using games,
stories, puppets, illustrations, and role-plays. A key program principle is that the
child, not the teacher, must solve the problem at hand. In other words, ICPS
teaches children how to think, not what to think.

After the Fall (How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again)
Leonardo is a terrible monster. He can't seem to frighten anyone. Then, one day,
he meets a nervous boy called Sam and finds out that being a good friend is a
whole lot more rewarding than trying to scare people.

Math Stories For Problem Solving Success
Lives are about to be flipped upside down through a demonstration of the power of
pure love. Hanna, Bull, and Gwen live in a world where loss is a reality and there
are no holidays from pain. They are all connected, and find solace in each other as
they come together to unearth a long-held secret that changes them forever.

I Can Problem Solve: Intermediate elementary grades
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